AGILE & LEAN DEVELOPMENT PARTNER
Bacancy Technology was established in 2011 with a goal to be a value-adding and quality-oriented technology partner in the software services domain. Bacancy’s vision is to solve enterprise-level business challenges with the right mix of technology solutions.

Salient Points to Consider:

- Strength of Large Organizations, yet dynamism, flexibility & nimbleness of small ones
- Self-Funded, Profitable, with no liabilities or debts to service
- Experienced and highly competitive team of professionals
- Solutions development with global standards and a client-centric approach
- Very Low Variance on Schedule, Effort, Defect Density

We deliver the best in class Custom Software Development services, combined with our expertise in Product Engineering, AI/ML, IoT and Digital Transformation to enterprises; along with IT Staff Augmentation.
What is Bacancy?

500+ Employees
100+ Clients
300+ Projects
05 Agile Coach
Productized S3+ Services Model

Solution Assets
Horizontal technology solutions, Solution accelerators

Services Lines
Methodologies, Delivery Processes, Best practices

Skills & Competency
Breadth & depth of resource skills, Technical expertise

Services Offerings

Consulting
- Enterprise IT Strategy
- Technology Migration
- Portal Strategy
- Cloud Strategy
- Enterprise Mobility Strategy

Collaboration & Transformation
- Enterprise Portals
- Product Engineering
- Application Migration & reengineering
- Cloud Transformation

AI / ML
- Chatbot
- Predictive Analysis
- Sentiment Analysis
- BI & Analytics

Enterprise Mobility
- Enterprise Mobile Apps
- React Native, Flutter, Ionic
- Architecture; cross device compatibility

Bacancy Levers

Effective Outsourcing
Technical Expertise & Large Talent Pool
Expert Consulting & Advisory
Managed Services
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Industries

- Retail
- Real Estate
- eLearning
- Logistic & Supply
- Automotive
- Telecommunication
- Pharmaceuticals
- Medical & Healthcare
- Agriculture
Technology

Javascript
- React
- Node
- Angular
- Vue

Mobile
- iOS
- Android
- React Native
- Flutter
- Xamarin

Machine Learning / AI
- AI/ML
- Deep Learning
- Tensorflow
- Python

Smart Solutions
- AR/VR /MR
- Blockchain
- IoT/ Embedded Engineering

Open Source Web Framework
- Ruby On Rails
- Golang
- Magento
- Wordpress
- Laravel
- PHP
**Database**
- MySQL
- Microsoft SQL Server
- Oracle
- MongoDB
- CouchDB
- Cassandra

**Big Data**
- Hadoop
- Scala
- Apache Pig

**Cloud**
- AWS
- Google Cloud
- Microsoft Azure
- Openstack
- Digital Ocean
- Salesforce Development

**Embedded Engineering**
- C, C++, ADA
- Windows CE, LINUX, TreadX, Nucleus RTOS, OSE
- Microcontroller/RTOS
- IoT Connectivity (Wi-Fi, BLE Mesh, Zigbee, Z-Wave, Thread, and LoRaWAN)

**Enterprise Web Application**
- Java
- C# .NET
- ASP.NET
- .NET MVC
Why Choose Bacancy?

- Creative
- Personalized Service
- Proficient & Dedicated Team
- Delivery on Time
- Maintaining a Quality Code
IoT Product Enhancement

A well funded IoT startup company from Canada. Their solution monitors and tracks environmental conditions and assets for manufacturing, warehousing, food services, agriculture and, commercial building applications using sensors, edge computing and AI. It helps to wirelessly monitor temperature, humidity, critical assets, location and more.

Bacancy deployed 5 people team and supported them in product enhancement, Gateway Integrations, and new iOS mobile app development.

Healthcare Web Solution

Client is a USA based leading health care concierge company. It offers Telemedicine and Telehealth nursing solutions by combining digital and one-on-one counseling approach.

Bacancy helped in development of a web based solution to manage virtual therapy and psychiatry appointments. Patients can create Health Profiles, select preferred local pharmacy and fill the prescription online through the web solution.

eLearning Solution

Client is an education technology company based in Oxford, UK. They provide flexible online learning solutions that address key educational challenges, from structured content to courses fully taught by their own teachers.

Bacancy team is supporting client with on-going developments, new feature developments and mobile app development since last 3 years. There is a team of 8 people deployed with mix of skills such as DevOps, Angular, React, Node and RoR.
iPOS Product Development

A USA based POS product backed by Apple Inc. They wanted to develop a comprehensive POS product which caters multiple B2B, B2C, and B2E features. With this solution users can perform their daily operations from a single platform. This solution provides 24*7 service to customers and track orders, payments, employee performance, website traffic, inventory management, Cloud sync.

Bacancy collaborated with the client right from road-map design phase, and provided continuous development support for embedded programming, web development, mobile app, payment gateway integrations and DevOps.

Agriculture Web/Mobile Solution

Our client happens to be a large US based Agro Consulting firm having good network of farmers, farm product traders and agri-retailers. Bacancy developed a Web platform which is helping our client by making use of farmers’ actual information to pinpoint risk areas in order to create, execute, and monitor strategies to mitigate the risk and maximize revenue.

Bacancy team built this platform, right from technology road-map design until implementation, QA testing, release and currently we are also providing on-going support and enhancements.
How We Work?

1. Idea
2. Prototype
3. Feature Set
4. Development
5. Quality Assurance
6. Release
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Success Stories

2020
Adoption of Remote Agile work culture and addition of 200+ new software engineers.

2019
Expanded office infrastructure with 250 people space, added Salesforce capabilities & opened branch in US.

2018
Dedicated division for Blockchain & IoT projects, and partnership with a UAE based company.

2017
Added front end capabilities & hybrid application, moved to new premises with 145 employees.

2016
Doubled the company growth with employee 145 strength of 90 and added IoT capabilities.

2015
Transformed company processes to Agile methodologies and trained 500+ people in Agile.

2014
Organised Biggest agile event of Agile-Scrum international Summit.

2013
Acquired Quickbeyond Technologies - Digital marketing and web development skills. Opened new branch in Canada.

2012
Merger with Cenrix Technologies - PHP & Mobile App Development in service.

2011
Started with 5 employee with aim of Agile development, Training and Consultancy.
Contact Us

India (HQ)
1207-1210, Time Square, Thaltej-Shilaj Road, Ahmedabad

USA
4995 NW 72nd Ave, Suite 307 Miami, FL 33166

Canada
71 Dawes Road, Brampton, On L6X 5N9, Toronto

Australia
351A Hampstead Rd, Northfield SA 5085

UAE
1608 Clover Bay, Business Bay, Dubai, UAE. PO Box 62049

Sweden
Junkergatan 4, 126 53 Hagersten

Contact Number
+1 347 441 4161, +1 416 907 6738

Email Address
solution@bacancytechnology.com